Cost of complete remission induction in acute myeloblastic leukemia: evaluation of the cost-effectiveness of a new drug.
The use of new drugs in the treatment of AML could dramatically increase the cost of induction chemotherapy. To evaluate the cost-effectiveness of such new drugs, the overall cost to achieve complete remission (CR) with treatments including these drugs has to be compared to the cost of the daunorubicin-cytosine arabinoside (DNR-AraC) association, considered as the reference treatment. A retrospective analysis of charts from 15 patients treated with DNR-AraC was used to identify 228 items of cost, including general cost, diagnostic, supportive care, and chemotherapy. Eleven patients underwent CR after one course of chemotherapy for a cost of US$16,701 +/- 4451, and four patients achieved CR after two courses for a cost of US$37,130 +/- 4923. The chemotherapy represented only 1.4% of the total cost, supportive care 25% and general cost 56%. According to these data, the projective cost of a treatment with mitoxantrone instead of DNR was simulated in 40 untreated patients with AML. The better rate of CR obtained after one course of chemotherapy leads to a saving of 9% (US$1261) per patient, despite the higher cost of chemotherapy. Cost-effectiveness evaluation should be included in the clinical study of trials with new drugs.